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We map a pinning boundary in YBa2Cu3O72d crystals with columnar defects via~i! a finite large drop of
the persistent currentJ(T), ~ii ! a maximum in the thermal relaxation rateS(T), and~iii ! the onset of 1/H field
dependence ofJ(H). This boundary is consistent with the ‘‘accommodation’’ fieldB!(T) proposed by Nelson
and Vinokur, separating the regime of vortices well localized on columnar pins from the interaction-dominated
collective regime. The strong-pinning regime is limited by an unexpectedly low vortex depinning temperature
Tdp;41 K ~below 0.5Tc). @S0163-1829~96!01918-2#

I. INTRODUCTION AND BRIEF SUMMARY

It is now well accepted that columnar defects in a high-
temperature superconductor pin magnetic vortices in the
most efficient way.1,2 The reason for the strong pinning is
essentially topological—the vortex line can be confined over
a considerable portion of its lengthL and thus can withstand
a greater Lorentz force (}L). At low temperatures, the vor-
tex matter in a material with columnar pins is expected to
form a Bose-glass phase,3 with vortices localized on these
pins. For fields below the dose-equivalent matching field
BF ~the field at which the densities of defects and vortices
are equal!, there are fewer vortices than pins and each vortex
can find a columnar track by shifting over distances compa-
rable to the mean separation between the defects. At low
enough fields, vortex-vortex interactions are negligible and
vortices will be pinned individually. In theory, this regime of
strong single-vortex pinning~large critical current density
Jc) is limited

3,4 in theH2T plane by the ‘‘accommodation
field’’ B!(T)<BF . Beyond this crossover boundary, collec-
tive effects become important and pinning is weaker.

Near zero temperature,B! can be estimated by comparing
the elastic energy loss due to the spatial adjustment with the
gain in pinning energy.3,4 As temperature increasesentropic
effects come into play and tend to oppose3,4 the confinement
of vortex cores inside a single track. This results in a de-
crease of theeffectivepinning energy by the entropic smear-
ing factor f (T/Tdp), wheref (0)51 andf (T) decreases with
increasing temperature. The depinning temperatureTdp, a
single-track binding energybeyond which the vortex line
begins to wander away significantly from its columnar
defect,3 constrains the strong-pinning regime on the high-

temperature side. Theoretical estimates3,4 indicate that
Tdp'Tc(n/11n), with n5„r 0/4jab(0)…(1/AGi). For the
case of YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO!, the Ginzburg number
Gi;1022, and theab-plane coherence lengthjab(0);12 Å.
Using the pin radius r 0;40 Å ~Ref. 5!, we obtain
Tdp;0.9Tc;83 K. This high depinning temperature sug-
gests thatB!(T) should be relatively unaffected by entropic
effects at low temperatures3,4 ~i.e., only weakly temperature
dependent below;0.5Tc).

In this paper we report an empirical pinning crossover in
the H2T diagram of columnar-defected YBCO crystals,
which is consistent with the accommodation fieldB!(T).
This crossover is apparent from three distinctive features in
the magnetic response, all of which were absent in the same
crystals before irradiation. One feature is a large, almost
steplike decrease in the persistent current densityJ(T),
which occurs below 0.5Tc and only for fields belowBF .
Another characteristic is amaximumin the normalized creep
rateS(T), which coincides in theH2T plane with the new
feature inJ(T). Finally, we observe that on the high-field
side of this crossoverJ(H) is proportional to 1/H, the field
dependence expected in the collective-pinning regime of the
Bose-glass phase.3,4 The crossover field atT55 K is nearly
BF and hence increases with irradiation dose, while the tem-
perature scale does not depend on pin density. All these ob-
servations follow until the now untested theoretical
expectations3,4 for B!, except for the low value of the depin-
ning temperatureTdp.41 K, which is well below expecta-
tions. A ‘‘nonideal’’ pinning efficiency of a real columnar
defect allows easier wandering of vortices and thus a lower
value ofTdp.
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II. EMPIRICAL SIGNATURES OF THE
‘‘ACCOMMODATION’’ FIELD B!

„T…

A. Experimental and measurement procedures

We studied several platelike YBCO crystals of;1 mm
size and;20 mm thick along thec axis, irradiated with
energetic~1.08 GeV! 197Au231 ions at the TASCC facility in
Chalk River Laboratories, Canada. The ion beam was tilted
off the c axis by 2° to avoid axial channeling and the dose
rate was less than 83108 ions/cm2 sec to avoid heating.5,6

To search for signatures ofB!(T) we examined the field,
temperature and time dependence of the persistent current
densityJ(H,T,t) for several values ofBF . We obtainedJ
from the irreversible magnetizationM (H,T,t) using the
critical state model,7 which relatesJ andM via a geometrical
~shape! factor.8 The magnetization was measured with a su-
perconducting quantum interference device magnetometer in
fields up to 5.5 T applied along the direction of the incident
beam.

B. Large drop in persistent current density J„T… at the
‘‘accommodation’’ field B!

„T…

Figure 1 showsJ(T) for a YBCO crystal irradiated5 to a
dose ofBF52.4 T for several values of field applied along
the columnar tracks. The critical current densityJc(H,T) is
predicted to be high in the region of strongly localized,
single-vortex pinning, and to decrease for fields aboveB!

due to vortex-vortex interactions.3,4 We expect this decrease
to be reflected inJ(T) . The data of Fig. 1 clearly show that
belowBF , the decrease inJ(T) with increasing temperature
is initially slow, exhibits alarge drop at intermediate tem-

peratures, and slows down again at higher temperatures until
the irreversibility line is approached.9 The structure inJ(T)
is absent above BF and is unaffected by the crystal shape;
i.e., two crystals with the sameBF52.4 T but with a factor
of 2 different aspect ratios, show an identical structure. We
observe this effect inall irradiated crystals with pin densities
from 0.6 to;5 T. This behavior is distinctly different from
the quasi-exponential temperature dependence universally
seen at all fields in unirradiated crystals.9 We choose to track
the drop inJ(T) with the maximum slope in lnJ vs T, i.e.,
with the maximum in2dlnJ/dT vs T as illustrated in the
inset of Fig. 1. The position of the maximum in2dlnJ/dT
for different values of magnetic field is plotted in Fig. 2. It
traces a boundary in the field-temperature (H2T) plane
which we denoteHb(T).

At low temperaturesHb;BF , consistent with the theo-
retical expectation forB!. As T is increased,Hb(T) de-
creases almost linearly and extrapolates to zero at;Tc .
WhenHb(T) falls to ;0.5BF , it begins to decrease faster
and becomes nearlydiscontinuousat T'41 K. This limiting
temperature isindependent of the irradiation doseas dem-
onstrated in the inset of Fig. 2, where equivalent data for two
other crystals withBF51.1 and 4.7 T is shown. Our experi-
mentally determinedHb(T) follows a path in theH2T plane
consistent with B!(T), and we interpret thisdose-
independenttemperature as thesingle-columndepinning
temperatureTdp. Strictly speaking,B

!(T) should be related
to the position-dependent magnetic inductionBb(T) and not
to the external fieldHb(T). The difference, however, be-
comes appreciable only at fields below the self-field10 in-
duced by the persistent currents,Hself(T);J(Hself,T)d/2,

FIG. 1. Persistent current densityJ(T) at several fields for a
YBCO crystal irradiated with 1 GeV Au to a dose of 2.4 T. At low
fields J(T) shows a large reduction below;0.5Tc . This is illus-
trated in the inset, where2dlnJ/dT is shown to display a maxi-
mum which shifts to lower temperatures with increasing field and
disappears at;BF .

FIG. 2. H2T phase diagram of YBCO crystals with parallel
columnar defects. Accommodation fieldB!(T) traced from the drop
of the persistent current densityJ(T) ~maximum in2dlnJ/dT) for
the crystal of Fig. 1~solid dots!. The maxima in the thermal relax-
ation rateS(T) ~displayed in Fig. 5! are plotted as open circles.
B!(T) decreases nearly linearly withT ~extrapolating to zero at
Tc) until it reaches;0.5BF . At this field the there is also a cross-
over in the Bose-glass melting line~see Refs. 5 and 6!. It drops
abruptly atTdp.41 K. Tdp is dose independent, as shown in the
upper inset for BF51.1 and 4.7 T. For large doses
B!(;0 K),BF ~see text!. The values ofB! from scaling ofself-
similar J(H/B!) are shown as encircled stars~see text and Fig. 4!.
The entropic smearing function is given byf (T)5B!(T)/B!(0).
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whered is the crystal thickness. From the data in Fig. 2 we
can estimateHself(41K);1000 Oe, well below the beginning
of the abrupt decrease ofHb(T), thus indicating that our
determination of the depinning temperatureTdp is not af-
fected by self-field effects. On the other hand, self-field ef-
fects preclude us from obtainingBb(T) belowHself(T), and
consequently the predicted low-field tail in the accommoda-
tion field3,4 aboveTdp can be neither confirmed nor ruled out
by the experiment. From now on we will focus on the regime
H.Hself and thus we will disregard the differences between
B andH.

The faster falloff ofB!(T) begins at nearlyhalf-filling
(;0.5BF) for all doses. At higher doses the low-temperature
value ofB! is reduced due to clustering of tracks in theab
plane as we discuss later.

C. Collective pinning aboveB!
„T…:

1/H field dependence ofJ„H …

To verify our interpretation thatB!(T)5Bb(T), we need
to establish the collective nature of pinning on the high-field
side of Bb . Above B!(T) the pinned objects are vortex
bundles3,4 and Jc is found by equating the Lorentz forces
acting on all vortices and pinning forces acting only on
trappedvortices4—we arrive atJc}1/H. Explicitly,

Jc~H,T!.aJc~0,T!
B!

H
1Jc

pd, B>BF , ~1!

where we have addedJc
pd, the field-independent contribution

from point defects, already present before irradiation.1 Al-

though we have no experimental access toJc , at low tem-
peratures, where the creep rates are small,11 J is nearlyJc
and thus the field dependence ofJ(H,T) should approxi-
mately follow that ofJc(H,T). So we first examine the 5 K
data. The normalizedJ(H) at this temperature for
BF50.6, 1.1, and 2.4 T is shown in Fig. 3. The fits to Eq.
~1! are shown as dashed lines. The agreement is good for all
doses, and the departure from the 1/H dependence at low
fields occurs very near the field where2dJ/dH is largest.12

Thus, we identify the maximum slope change~solid line in
Fig. 3! with B!(T). This occurs almost exactly atBF for
BF50.6 T. For larger doses, the inflection point shifts
slightly downwards—it is at H/BF>0.9260.09 for
BF51.1 T and>0.8760.1 for a 2.4 T.

From the fits we obtain a prefactora.1/2, indicating that
at B!(T), about half of the vortices are pinned. This is an
important piece of information that will be discussed in the
context of pinning efficiency in Sec. III. The values ofJc

pd

obtained from the fits are slightly larger than the values for
the same crystals before irradiation. This can be easily un-
derstood by taking into account a small amount of random
point defects generated as a ‘‘side effect’’ of the heavy-ion
irradiation. We note that the predicted plastic pinning
regime,3 characterized by a 1/AH field dependence is not
observed. This is consistent with the lowTdp, which would
preclude the appearance of the plastic regime, or at least shift
it down to temperatures below those of our experiment.

From the onset of 1/H field dependence ofJ(H) at 5 K,
and following the same procedure at higher temperatures, we
obtain an independent second estimate ofB!(T) also shown
in Fig. 2. We know that this second estimate ofB!(T) will
become progressively more unreliable as temperature in-
creases due to the difference betweenJ andJc . Consistently,
at 5 K we find anexcellent agreement withBb obtained
earlier from J(T), and less so at higher temperatures. We
also find thatB!(T) can be used to scale the entireJ(H) at
different temperatures, butonly below Tdp. Indeed, magnetic

FIG. 3. J(H) at 5 K @normalized toJ(0)# vs H/BF for YBCO
crystals irradiated with 1 GeV Au withBF5 ~a! 0.6 T, ~b! 1.1 T,
and~c! 2.4 T. We observe 1/H dependence indicative of collective
pinning in all crystals aboveB.BF , at whichudJ/dHu ~solid line!
is largest.

FIG. 4. Scaling of the magnetic hysteresisM /M! 5f(H/B!) for
the crystal of Fig. 1 at temperatures belowTdp. We observe such
self-similarity of M (H) for all irradiation doses. The normalized
values of scaling field Bn

!5B!(T)/B! ~5 K! and current
Jn

!5J!(T)/J! ~5 K! are plotted in the inset as stars and open circles,
respectively.
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hysteresis loops are self-similar,13 i.e., the shape of the hys-
teresis loops~or field dependence of the persistent current! is
preserved under linear scaling transformation, as shown in
Fig. 4. The scaling transformation can be written as
M /M!(T)5f„H/B!(T)… @or J/J!5f(H/B!)#. The scaling
field is;BF at 5 K and it decreases by about 50% at 30 K as
shown in the inset of Fig. 4 and in theH2T diagram of Fig.
2. AboveTdp, J(H) is not monotonic, and theM (H) loops
are no longer self-similar.

D. Peak in the thermal relaxation rate

The maximum in2dlnJ/dT suggests that a similar be-
havior may be found in the normalized thermal relaxation
rate4,9,14S52dlnJ/dlnt. This is indeed observed, as shown
in Fig. 5. We find a maximum inS(T) which occurs only
for B,BF , and closely follows the drop inJ, i.e., the peaks
in dlnJ/dT andS(T) occur essentially at the same tempera-
ture as marked by the open circles in Fig. 2. OurS(T) data
was obtained from the recorded time evolution
(60,t,7200 sec! of M (H,T,t) from the critical state.9

The basic reason for the similar behavior ofdlnJ/dT and
S, is that in the collective pinning scenario,4 time always
appears in a combinationkTln(t/teff). This can be demon-
strated more formally15 as follows. We start with establish-
ing the initial critical state at a temperatureT. After a time
t, the system has relaxed and adjusted so that the activation
energy isU5kTln(t/teff).

16 SinceU is a function of the
current densityJ which decreases with time, on very general
grounds we can write4 U(T,J)5U0(T)f„J/Jc(T)…, where
U0(T) is some characteristic energy scale andf is a decreas-
ing function such thatf(1)50. Hence,J(T,t)5Jc(T)g@y#,
where g is the inverse off and y5kTln(t/teff)/U0(T).
The relaxation rate S(T)52(dg/dy)(dy/dlnt)
52(dg/dy)kT/U0 . On the other hand,
dlnJ/dT5dlnJc /dT1(dg/dy)(dy/dT) with dy/dT
5@kTln(t/teff)/U0(T)#@1/T2d lnU0 /dT#. By combining
the above expressions we obtain

dlnJ

dT
5
dlnJc
dT

2S~T!ln~ t/t eff!F1T2
dlnU0

dT G . ~2!

Equation 2 indicates that the features indlnJ/dT and
S(T) are strongly correlated. This is a natural consequence
of the fact that both features have the same physical origin,
namely a significant change in theJ dependence ofU upon
crossing the accommodation field. Following the ideas of
collective pinning,4 in the regime of individual vortex pin-
ning ~belowB!), the time relaxation ofJ(H,T,t) will be fast
and will slow down aboveB! due to formation of vortex
bundles.4 Thus, by traversing theH2T plane toward higher
temperatures, we should find a decrease in the creep rate
S(T) when we crossB!(T), as observed. A maximum is
expected4 from a prolific generation of double-kink
excitations11 nearTdp. AboveBF , the creep rate is essen-
tially flat in temperature and much lower~see Fig. 5!, as
expected in the regime of collective pinning.

III. LESS-THAN-IDEAL PINNING EFFICIENCY h
OF COLUMNAR DEFECTS

A. Estimate of h at low temperatures

The pinning energy per unit length of a columnar track
can be written asUp(T)'h f (T)e0 , wheree05(F0/4pl)2

is the line energy,l is the magnetic penetration depth with
currents in theab plane,3,4 and f (T) is the entropic smearing
factor of the pinning potential3,4 discussed in Sec. I. The
pinning efficiencyh<1 accounts for the ‘‘nonideal’’ nature
of real defects; it absorbs all the numericals coming from the
factor3 r 0 /jab(0) , the fractional suppression of the super-
conductivity in the defect,1,5 and thereal shape of the poten-
tial well. In the limit of noninteractive vortices~low fields!,
Jc;cUp(T)/F0jab;h f (T)J0 , where J0 is the depairing
current density.4 A rough estimate ofh from the comparison
of the optimal values ofJc>53107 A/cm2 in the irradiated
YBCO crystals1 andJ0 estimated at;33108 A/cm2 gives
the single track pinning efficiencyh;0.17.

Let us now consider the low temperature limit
@ f (T);1# and analyze the dependence ofB! on h. In order
to find a columnar pin~and gain energyUp), a vortex will
typically shift by;d5AF0 /BF, at a cost of elastic energy
per unit length Eel . The simplest estimate gives
Eel;C66d

2, whereC665e0/4a0
2 is the local shear modulus of

the vortex lattice4 anda05AF0 /B is the vortex lattice spac-
ing. At low fieldsEel!Up and pinning wins. Vortices will
begin to wander when Eel;Up , leading to
B!(T'0)>4hBF—clearly an unphysical result for
h.0.25, sinceB! cannot be larger thanBF . The origin of
this is a non-negligible vortexrepulsionnearBF , and thus
the estimate ofEel must include a compression contribution

4

of the orderC11d
2. Since the above estimate is only correct

for B!,BF , we infer that B!(T);4h f (T)BF for
4h f (T)!1 and saturates at;BF for larger values ofh.
From our dataB!(T;0);BF at low doses (BF<2.4 T!,
implying h;0.25, and smallerh values~consistent with our
estimate obtained fromJc) for largerBF .

The prefactora.1/2 in the field dependence ofJ @from
the fits to Eq.~1! presented in Sec. II C# can now be under-
stood with a straightforward statistical consideration. In the

FIG. 5. Thermal relaxation rateS(T) vs temperature for three
values of applied field.S(T) exhibits a peak forH,BF which
shifts towards lower temperatures as field is increased. It follows
the boundaryB!(T) obtained from the peak indlnJ/dT ~see Fig. 2
and the discussion in Sec. II D!. The peak disappears in the
collective-pinning regime aboveBF52.4 T, as shown in the figure
for H53 T.
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absence of pinning vortices form a triangular lattice that can
be divided in hexagonal unit cells of area;a0

2 with a vortex
at the center of each cell. Let us first consider the case of
very strong pinning. In the regimeB,BF , a vortex will be
pinned provided that there isat least one defectwithin its
hexagonal unit cell. In a sample of areaAs with only one
columnar defect, the probabilityp of not having a defect in
that cell isp5(12a0

2/As). HereAs5a0
2Nn , with Nn being

the total number of vortices; thusp5(121/Nn). If the
sample containsNd defects, the probabilityP̄ of none of
them being in that area is a product ofNd independent prob-
abilities: P̄5(121/Nn)

Nd. Using the relationsNnF05AsB
andNdF05AsBF , we obtainNd5Nn(BF /B) and the prob-
ability of pinning the vortex becomes P512 P̄
512@121/Nn#Nn(BF /B)

Nn→`→12e2(BF /B). Since Jc re-
sults from the balance between the Lorentz force acting on
all the vortices and the pinning force acting only on pinned
vortices,Jc(BF)>Jc(0)3P50.63Jc(0), i.e., a'0.63.

For the case of nonideal defects, let us suppose that in
order to find the nearest pin a vortex has to move by a dis-
tancex. This shift will result in a gain of pinning energy
Up(T)'h f (T)e0 at a cost of elastic energyCelx

2. As we
discussed earlier, the elastic constantCel is some combina-
tion of the shear and bulk elastic moduli,C66 andC11. The
vortex will be pinned if there is a defect within the critical
distance xcr5AUp /Cel from its equilibrium position, as
sketched in Fig. 6. The ‘‘favorable’’ area for pinning
Ap , proportional to the pinning efficiencyh, is now only
a fraction of a0

2 . Since B!/BF}h, we can write
Ap;(B!/BF)a0

2 , which gives the correct limit in the case of
very strong pinning. If we now repeat the above derivation
for this case, we find that the pinning probability becomes
P512e2(B!/B); thus Jc(B

!)>0.63Jc(0) and we recover
a'0.63.

B. Entropic smearing function
and low depinning temperatureTdp

The experimentally determined entropic smearing is given
by

f ~T!5
B!~T!

B!~0!
. ~3!

We find that f (T) clearly exhibits large reduction below
0.5Tc and a reduced value ofTdp, as seen in Fig. 2. Both
features are a natural consequence of the smaller pinning
efficiency of the ‘‘real’’ columnar pins, not considered by the
theory. Indeed, the experimental entropic factor cannot be
directly compared with the existing models, since present
theoretical estimates of entropic effects provide only limiting
expressions:3,4 i.e., f (T)}12(T/Tdp)

2 for T!Tdp and f (T)
}(T/Tdp)

2exp@2(T/Tdp)
2# ~short-range potential! or f (T)

}exp@2(T/Tdp)# ~long-range potential! for T.Tdp, which
depend sensitively on the range4 and shape of the pinning
well. No explicit prediction forf (T) is available in the tem-
perature region immediately belowTdp. A particularly unex-
pected result is the abrupt character of the drop inB!(T)
@and thus inf (T)# immediately belowTdp. Vortex dynamics
in this region is complex15 and it is not clear at this point if
the sharp drop can be explained within the existing theoreti-
cal framework.

We can obtain a second independent estimate off (T)
from the temperature dependence ofJ. In fact, at tempera-
tures belowTdp, Jc , andJ should approximately obey the
same scaling~see Sec. II C!, since belowTdp and aboveB!

the creep rate is very weakly field dependent.11 The scaling
current is J!(T)}Jc(0,T);h f (T)J0 and thus should be
}B!(T), as we indeed observe~Fig. 4 inset!.

IV. DECREASE OF PINNING EFFICIENCY
AT HIGHER PIN DENSITIES

DUE TO CLUSTERING OF TRACKS

Finally, we comment on the decrease ofB! at higher ir-
radiation doses. This is essentially a problem of counting.
Since the columnar tracks in the plane normal to the beam
direction are randomly distributed, there will be tracks that
overlap or nearly so. Here we present a very simple argu-
ment, which seems to reflect our experimental findings rather
well. We start withN defects in an areaA. Let us assume
that within a cluster areaAcl5pr cl

2 all tracks but one should
be deleted from counting. The number of excluded defects
N85rvP, whererv5B/F0 is the vortex density, and prob-
ability of deletionP5NAcl/2. Thus the number of defects to
be counted isNeff5N2N8 and the effective defect density
reff5r0(12rvA cl/2), where r05BF /F0 . Obviously reff
will be field dependent—the defect array will look more non-
uniform with a few vortices than with lots of vortices. We
take B!(T'0) to be a measure of reff , i.e.,
reff54hBF /F0 , and evaluatereff self-consistently at
rv5reff . We immediately obtainreff /r051/(11r0Acl/2) or

4h5
1

11gBF
, ~4!

with g5Acl/2F0 . Figure 7 showsh @obtained from
B!(5K)'4hBF# vs BF . From the fit to Eq.~4!, we get the
average cluster radiusr cl;21 nm, plausibly about five times
the radius of the track.5 The decrease ofh at largeBF ac-
counts for the optimum irradiation dose.1

FIG. 6. Sketch of the competition between elastic and pinning
energies of a vortex in a system of a random array of columnar pins.
The vortex in the center~dot! will be pinned when it is withinxcr of
the available defect~open circle!.
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V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have drawn an experimental map of a
new pinning boundary in the Bose-glass phase of a super-
conductor with columnar defects. We observe several inde-
pendent features in pinning behavior, which converge to a
single picture: a low-temperature regime with vortices
strongly localized on columnar pins, followed by a crossover
to a region of weak localization. This crossover from a
single-vortex to collective-pinning regime is consistent with
the ‘‘accommodation’’ fieldB!(T), in accordance with the
ideas of Nelson and Vinokur. We find the size of the strongly
localized regime to be limited by a surprisingly low depin-
ning temperature~less than half ofTc), indicating that there
is a substantial entropic smearing of the pinning potential
associated with columnar pins. The collective regime beyond
Tdp is complex and low-field high-temperature vortex dy-
namics requires further exploration. The entire experimental
H2T diagram, including the Bose-glass melting line5 is
shown in Fig. 8. As we discussed in Sec. II B,B!(T) begins
to decrease very rapidly with increasing temperature at
;0.5BF . It is quite remarkable and probably not coinciden-
tal that the Bose-glass melting lineBBG(T) also exhibits a

crossover~kink! near half the matching field.5,6 The entropic
effects reduce the single-vortex regime for the real pins with
less-than-ideal pinning efficiency more than is expected in
the ideal case, a technologically important point since it is
essential to understand the limits on strong pinning in high-
Tc materials.
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